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Abstract
The primary noise source in general aviation and urban air mobility is propeller and rotor noise, which is an important
annoyance factor of aviation. A feasible measure to reduce noise emissions is the application of swept propellers. It is
crucial to have simulation methods of swept planforms to find an optimized propeller design. This paper presents existing
and novel sweep correction models for blade element theories (BET). The correction models are compared against
Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) solutions for different propeller sweeps. The comparison shows a significant
improvement of the BET performance prediction by applying existing correction methods and using the airfoil sections
orthogonal to the local radius. The novel correction models derived from geometric planform parameters further improve
the power prediction accuracy of the BET approach. The RANS and BET comparison shows that no sweep correction
models are required for less swept propellers for accurate thrust and power prediction. However, the sweep correction
models improve the overall performance prediction.
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BET
CFD
J
RANS

Blade Element Theory
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Advance Ratio
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
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Effective angle of attack
Propeller Twist
Efficiency
Circulation
Local sweep angle
Angular velocity
Helix angle
Density
Blade Solidity = 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑑 ⋅ 𝑁𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠 /𝑟𝐿
Section coefficients / section loads
Local turned coordinate system
Local radius dependency

1. INTRODUCTION

Latin
𝐶𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑑
𝑐d
𝑐l
𝐷
𝐿
𝑁𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠
𝑃
𝑄
𝑅
𝑟
𝜌

Thrust
Circumferential velocity
Free stream velocity
Relative velocity
Axial velocity
Tangential velocity

Chord length
Drag coefficient
Lift coefficient
Drag
Lift
Number of blades
Power
Torque
Propeller Radius
Local radius
Density

Reducing noise emissions of propeller-driven aircraft and
unmanned aerial vehicles is essential for urban air mobility.
Vertical take-off and landing concepts have pronounced
noise constraints due to the acceptance of the inhabitants
and the resistance time of hovering systems compared to
conventional approaches. Especially electrically powered
mobility solutions promise noise reduction possibilities by
distributed propulsion, where the propeller is the primary
source of noise emissions [1]. Propeller noise can be
reduced by applying different measures. One feasible way
to reduce the propeller noise at a fixed diameter and
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number of blades, which are often defined as a top level
aircraft requirements, is a sweep variation [2, 3]. Propeller
noise evaluation with a computational acoustic solver
needs accurate aerodynamic performance data. In
preliminary design, these aerodynamic performance data
can be provided by blade element theories (BET). However,
classical BET cannot simulate swept propellers because of
theoretical limitations. Therefore, sweep correction models
are necessary to analyse swept propellers properly and to
perform noise emission optimisations.

The sweep correction models in BET are compared against
high fidelity RANS solution. This paper shows general
differences between swept and unswept propeller
simulation approaches with BET and RANS. The swept
propeller investigation and comparison identify the best
aerodynamic sweep correction models for BET simulation
approaches by correcting the later presented procedure
stepwise.

This paper provides information about the aerodynamic
simulation accuracy and the limitation of BEM methods.
Additionally, this paper presents novel correction methods
for swept propellers in BET environments next to the
existing sweep correction method. The geometric changes
due to sweep are described and correction methods are
derived from planform parameters.

2. NUMERICAL METHODS
The low fidelity BET results are compared against high
fidelity RANS simulations. Subchapter 2.1 describes in
detail the BET simulations and the multiple sweep
correction models. RANS simulations are performed with
the commercial CFD solver Simcenter StarCCM+. A
detailed explanation of the RANS approach is presented in
subchapter 2.2.

First, the influence of propeller sweep is analysed with high
fidelity Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes (RANS)
simulations. A parameter variation with a generic propeller,
which ensures sweep variation with otherwise unchanged
geometrical properties, shows the influence of sweep as a
function of the advance ratio (J). Forward and backward
sweep as well as an S-shape and an unswept propeller as
a baseline are analysed.

2.1. Blade Element Method
BET approaches are developed initially for straight unswept
wings or propellers. The airfoils usually are staggered at the
quarter chord point along a fixed axis. Staggering at the
leading or trailing edge or an arbitrary point, e.g., the midpoint or the elastic axis, is also possible and doesn't affect
the procedure. Tapering of the propeller is necessary for
less loaded blade tips and also doesn't affects the
procedure. Each airfoil behaves like an infinite wing, without
tip or root effects. The flow velocities are evaluated at each
2D section, and the resulting forces are calculated
according to FIGURE 1 and the following procedure.

Second, the same generic propellers are analysed with a
BET solver. The aeroelastic and aeroacoustic BET solver
PropCODE computes the aerodynamic performance of the
propeller. PropCODE - "Propeller Comprehensive
Optimisation and Design Environment" is an in-house tool
for aeroacoustic and aeroelastic propeller simulation and
and ducted propeller optimisation. PropCODE is developed
in cooperation with the propeller manufacturer Helix Carbon
GmbH. PropCODE, compared to other BET solvers,
combines production requirements with a holistic
optimisation procedure for a fast propeller design for new
applications and aircraft. PropCODE processes the
construction geometry automatically, generates necessary
2D airfoil polars, and performs aeroelastic and aeroacoustic
computations. The link between construction file and
analysis is required because due to theof the strong
dependency between twist and chord distribution and
aerodynamic performance. Minor errors in the twist
distribution result in significant errors in the aerodynamic
performance. For acoustic optimisation, the BET solver is
extended with existing and novel sweep correction models.
The aerodynamic model for straight propellers a validated
in hover condition and compared with high fidelity data in
Ref. [4].
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FIGURE 1: Velocities and forces at a 2D blade section

The literature review shows that insufficient understanding
of swept propellers in BET exists. In wind turbine
applications, rotor sweep is corrected by using the wellknown sweep correction approach for swept or sheared
wings, according to Busemann [5]. However, in rotary
applications, sweep affects the 2D airfoil parameters and
normal Mach numbers and the tangential velocities, which
have to be described in the local cylindrical coordinate
system as it is performed by Rosen and Gur [6, 7]. We
present a novel approach for swept propeller blades in BET
procedures. The novel approach corrects the lift, drag, and
effective direction of the tangential force.
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(1)

L′ =

ρ
⋅ w 2 ⋅ cl ⋅ Cchord
2

(2)

D′ =

ρ
⋅ w 2 ⋅ cd ⋅ Cchord
2

(3)
(4)

(5)

2

wa = v∞ ⋅ aa
aa =

(1 + aa ) ⋅ σ ⋅ [cL cos(ϕ) − cD sin(ϕ)]
4 sin2 (ϕ)
wt = u ⋅ at
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the orthogonal tangential velocity, as stated in equation (2).
Additionally, we state that the resulting tangential force 𝑄𝐿 ′
appears in the local turned coordinate system. Accordingly,
we must turn the force 𝑄𝐿 ′ back in the radial coordinate
system, as illustrated in FIGURE 4. Therefore the force is
turned back by equation (17). Finally, by integration along
the 𝑟𝐿 , we calculate the new resulting total torque.
(18)

𝑐𝐷,𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑐𝐷 ⋅ cos2 (𝛬𝐿 )

(19)

𝑄𝑟′ = Q′L ⋅ cos(𝛬𝐿 )

edge refinements (FIGURE 6). Three offset meshes are
generated for a smooth transition of the high resolution
surface mesh to the outer flow field. The wake is further
refined for a high wake resolution, which significantly affects
the torque prediction. Another cylindrical volume refinement
refines the volume at the blade tip. The mesh setup is
presented in the following FIGURE 7.

FIGURE 5: Mesh resolution: Propeller blade

FIGURE 4: Definition of tangential force and local tangential
force
The presented sweep correction models underline the
difficulty of describing swept propeller blades by the basic
geometric properties twist and chord distribution. It should
be clear that the chord and twist distribution have to be
described in the radial coordinate system because it affects
the propeller's planform.
FIGURE 6: MEsh resolution: Blade tip

Reducing the drag due to the reduced velocity is not found
in the literature. Additionally, we stated that the resulting
forces act in the turned coordinate system, which is also not
found in the literature. The validity of this novel approach is
showed in this publication, but further validation is required.

2.2. High-fidelity propeller simulation methods
High fidelity RANS simulations are used for validation
purposes of the sweep correction models in the BET
procedure. The reliability of RANS prediction in propeller
applications is shown in literature in multiple cases [4, 10,
11].
The High-fidelity RANS simulations are performed with the
commercial software StarCCM+. A moving reference frame
(MRF) approach is used to simulate the swept propeller
[12]. The advantage of the MRF approach compared to
other propeller simulation approaches is the fast simulation
procedure for open propellers because the simulation can
be performed with a steady simulation approach. Actuator
disk approaches and RANS blade element approaches
aren't appropriate validation sources for this kind of
comparison. The RANS simulations are performed
accordingly to Ref. [4]. As in Ref. [4], the boundary layer is
modelled with a low y+ approach and discretises with 25
prism layers (FIGURE 7). Approximately 75 cells are placed
in chord-wise direction with further leading edge and trailing
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FIGURE 7: Mesh resolution: Airfoil section
The physic behaviour of the flow is solved using a coupled
flow solver with the SST (Menter) k-𝜔 turbulence model
[13]. For solving the Navier-Stokes equation, an upwind
scheme for the convective fluxes and a central differences
scheme for the viscous fluxes are used, both 2nd order
accurate. In the turbulence model, the quadratic constitutive
relation scheme is used [14]. A controlled decay model
guarantees a freestream turbulence viscosity ratio of 10 at
the propeller [15]. Detailed information are found in Ref.
[16], which summarises and gives further explanation about
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